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5 steps to loving your
body & creating your ideal
weight naturally
by Kelly Connolly

welcome
Hello beautiful, I'm Kelly.
I share simple and practical
tools to help busy women just
like you move from being
frustrated and stuck with their
body and weight to a wholebody transformation of mind
and body freedom.
Because I believe deep in my heart that every woman
deserves to love their body and create their ideal weight
naturally.
I battled with my weight for as long as I can remember,
but once I finally learned the simple steps to break the
cycle of emotional eating, body shame and unhappiness.
Everything changed.
It's now my mission to help you do the same.
As a Holistic Health Practitioner, I use the 4 pillars of Holistic
Health (Mind, Body, Spirit and Emotion) to heal the whole
person, not just one aspect.
As a result of using these 4 pillars, women transform from
within. Women begin to create a life where they feel free to
love themselves and their bodies again.
And most importantly, feel happy.
You, too, can learn to trust your body again with the
Positively You Program.
I can't wait to help you on your journey.

Kelly Connolly
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Did you know 95% of people who go on a diet regain the weight
back within a year?
You don’t have to be one of those people.

Because weight loss is so much more than calories in/calories out,
sweating your bum off in the gym and obsessing about the latest fad
diet.
Body image for most woman is crazy negative. We look at ourselves
and only focus on the way we are physically.
But surely we are more than what our body looks like, how much we
weigh and how many calories we have eaten?
If you want true long term weight loss you first need to focus on:
changing the story which swirls around your head every day
realising you can live your life NOW, not when you lose the weight
forgiving yourself so you can get on with your life
nourishing your body with beautiful foods to show yourself LOVE
moving your body to feel energised and amazing

Keep reading to find out how

What if I told you there were 5 beautiful little secrets you
can begin using today that will release the self-hatred,
welcome in LOVE and leave you feeling amazing in your own
body?
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Your LOVE story

The 'When' Effect

Forgive & Release

Nourish, Nourish, Nourish

Enjoy Moving Your Body

Instead of fighting yourself.
Fight FOR yourself
- Kelly Connolly
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Your LOVE story
You are the designer of your destiny.
You are the author of your story

Lisa Nichols
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REWRITING YOUR BODY STORY
it's time for a new beginning

Did you know that each of us carry around
a subconscious body story that we play like
a looping soundtrack inside our mind?
What does your story say?

POWER MOVE
write down 5 - 10 things you are afraid of. Either when
you lose the weight, or if you become a different
person, or if you change your story. Whatever it may

Does it say you are fat and worthless? Does

be.

it say you can’t do anything right? What is it

Our story is influenced by many people in
our lives, our experiences and the beliefs
they have created.
If you are ready to change your body, you
first need to change your mind and re-write
the story that's been playing out.
You are going to want to run away at first but
with some simple techniques you can evolve.
I've shown each of my clients the simple steps
to re-write this story and every time without
diet changes it has had a positive effect on
their mindset, body perception and weight!
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Grab your pen and free write, don't overthink this, just
let whatever comes to your mind come out.
This might bring up emotions you've been squashing
down, feel them and allow them to come to the
surface.

step one

for you?
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The 'When' Effect
We are the ones we've been waiting for.

June Jordan
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COMMIT TO STOP WAITING
its time to start living

POWER MOVE
grab your journal and write out all the things you

have been waiting to do until you feel good in your
body.
Scribble all of them down, no matter how big or small,
keep going until you run out of steam!

step two

Now pick one, just one and make a commitment to

How long have you been waiting to be truly
happy?
How many times have you said to yourself..
"When I lose the weight, I'll book the holiday."
"When I lose the weight, I'll wear the dress"
"When I lose the weight, I'll find the perfect
partner."

yourself to do that one thing this week. Share your

As women we have a pattern of thinking that

commitment with someone you trust who will keep

when we have the body we desire then doing the

you accountable.
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things we want to do will come easily.
Truth bomb. It won't.
There is never going to be the perfect time to
create the life and body you want. There will
always be an excuse, a bump in the road or a set
back.
So what if you stopped waiting on happy and
started truly living now?
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Forgive & Release
The act of forgiveness takes place in our
own mind. It really has nothing to do with
the other person.

Louise Hay
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FORGIVE YOURSELF & YOUR BODY
its time to release your weight

I tried and failed many times to be a better
person. To lose the weight, to love myself and
to be happy.

because I was full of negative thoughts,
hating myself, blaming others for all the
horrible things in my life, condemning myself
to a life of pain and punishing myself for being
over weight, eating my emotions and
despising the person I became.
Forgiveness has really helped me to let go of
the negativity, embrace who I am and learn to
forgive myself and my body.
By doing this I feel more empowered than
ever. I trust in who I truly am and I don’t use
food for comfort, to punish myself or suppress
my emotions any more and I feel more at
peace with myself and my body than I ever
believed possible.
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POWER MOVE
Use these 4 amazing and powerful statements to
find forgiveness within yourself and to release all
the hurt, anger, frustration, hate, obsession,

step three

But ultimately I didn’t believe I was worth it

sadness and unhealthy thoughts from your mind
and your body.
"Please forgive me"
"I’m sorry"
"Thank you"
"I love you"

Use them any time you have a horrid thought about
yourself and your body. Say them as many times as
you need to help release your self from the

negative feelings which are keeping you stuck on
the weight loss rollercoaster
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Nourish, Nourish,
Nourish
Nourishment means a quality of life;
consistency in the way we treat ourselves

Kelis

POWER MOVE
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FEED YOUR BODY
FEED YOUR MIND
its time to stop dieting

It’s time.

What if you began to think of the food you eat as a
way of loving yourself?
Weight loss does not begin with the food you eat.
It begins with loving who you are.
Make the commitment today to never go on

step four

another diet again but instead nourish your body

Time to nourish your body and love your body
with beautiful nutritious foods. Not ridiculous
diets that restrict, starve and leave you feeling
like shit.
For years now we have been brainwashed into
thinking the food we eat will either make us fat
or help us to get skinny.

with natural, healthy foods every day.
With weight loss companies leaving US to feel

And, while you are eating your nutritious and

as if it is all our fault that we cannot lose the

delicous meal, turn off all distractions and focus

weight and keep the weight off.

on think loving thoughts to yourself about yourself.
Your kindness will help your mind and your body to
appreciate the food it has been given, ealving you
feeling bloody amamzing.
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And, then we turn to a new diet and start the
whole exhausting process again. Leaving us
feeling even more crappy about ourselves.
The food you eat is important.
Food is nourishment, it's energy and it helps
you to feel good.
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Enjoy moving your
body
You don't have to get it right. You just
have to get it going.

Barbara
Corcoran
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MAKE MOVEMENT FUN
its time to move that body

felt punishing and it brought up more
insecurities about the way I looked.
When we look at exercise as something we
HAVE to do and already believe we won't enjoy
it, we are setting ourselves up for failure.
Things completely changed for me when I
decided to honour my body and move in a
way that felt good.
Movement that feels good, not only releases
endorphins (the feel good hormone) it also
makes us more likely to make better choices
and feel positive for longer.
You don't have to run on the treadmill until you
feel sick or go to the gym 5 days a week.
Find what works for you.
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POWER MOVE
Select your all time favourite feel good songs. Blast
them out at full volume and dance around your
lounge room when nobody's home for at least 15
minutes.
Feel into the music, let your body guide you and move
you.

step five

I used to hate exercise. Everything about it

Do this once a day for a week and notice how it makes
you feel. Grab your journal and write down all your
positive feelings each day.
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WANT TO LEARN MORE
ABOUT HOW TO LOVE
YOURSELF AND YOUR BODY?
For a limited time I'm offering my Rewrite Your Story
Program for only $37
Inside this powerful program you'll get:
The subconscious story reset audio - so you can
deactivate negative beliefs fast
The "Re-write Your Story" Workbook so you can re-write
your NOW story today
A forgiveness practice so you can forgive your old
story and move into your new story with love, peace
and joy

I'd

love

to.

Take

(Click

me

here)

there

now
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